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0 Introduction

The helicopter has become a critical part in mod⁃
ern naval combat actions, which has a very high tacti⁃
cal value. The superstructures of ships are made of a
series of blunt bodies, which will generate different
scales of vortices under ship moving or wind. When
flow separates from hangar edge, shearing layer and
slow-speed backflow region will be formed and lead
to huge spatiotemporal velocity gradient in flow field
of flight deck. Although the taking-off and landing
of helicopter in ships have become a routine work,
the highly unstable ship airwake is still the most dan⁃
gerous environment that helicopter pilots face. The
interaction between helicopter airscrew and vortices
in airwake is the main reason of flight accident[1], es⁃
pecially vortex flow and horizontal cross-flow area
when the helicopter lands[2]. The interaction between
downwash generated by helicopter main motor and

airwake makes the load of screw motor change and
affects the engine power, causing difficulty for pilot's
maneuvering[3]. In order to improve the security of he⁃
licopter, a large number of researches are carried out
in many countries. TTCP (technology cooperation
project) established by Australia, Canada, New Zea⁃
land, England and America commonly has funded
many researches about ship airwake, and NATO re⁃
ports also include many research reports about exper⁃
iments and simulations of ship airwake.

Cheney and Zan et al.[4-5] measured average sur⁃
face flow field of SFS model with scale ratio of 1∶60
using film imaging method and used smog tracer
method to achieve visualization of in vitro flow. On
this basis, hot-wire anemometer was used to study
the flow field of SFS2 model with scale ratio of
1∶100 and the average speed and turbulence statisti⁃
cal values of a series of locations were measured
along upper buildings and flight deck. In addition,
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the speed spectrum was also obtained.
In order to provide verification for the simulation

calculation, Miklosovic et al.[6] performed wind tun⁃
nel test on the US patrol with the scale ratio of
1∶25. Three heading angles 0°, 15° and 30° were se⁃
lected in the experiment, Reynolds number was
7 600 000 and 18 hole probes were used to measure
three-dimensional velocity field. The function of
heading angle was considered to transform incoming
flow into big vortex with the same magnitude as the
superstructure. Besides, the instability of incoming
flow was independent to the location of study plane
under 0° heading angle, while the region where
shear layers separate and rise forms a large vortex
maximum band.

In low-speed wind tunnel, Mora[7] used Particle
Image Velocimetry (PIV) system to carry out the re⁃
search on the airwake of the frigate model's super⁃
structure. Furthermore, the author used the acoustic
velocimeter to measure the flow field of flight deck of
the actual ship and compared it with that of wind tun⁃
nel experiment. Brownell et al.[8] measured the air⁃
wake of a navy training ship with the length of 108 ft,
which provided verification data for CFD simulation.
Polsky[9] used CFD method to perform real-time sim⁃
ulation on the unstable flow field generated by model
under the function of 90° horizontal wind and found
the grid quality was very critical to study this flow
separation phenomenon.

Lu et al.[10-11] performed CFD numerical simulation
on the airwake of the scale model of LHA-type ship
and compared the LHA flow field results under dif⁃
ferent wind angles. According to research on SFS2
model by Gao and Liu[12], the steady-state model not
only satisfied the requirement of calculation preci⁃
sion, but reduced calculation time about this issue.
By comparing the calculation results of several differ⁃
ent turbulence models, the authors thought LK and
MMK model were suitable. Chen et al. [13] used k-ω
model to carry out simulation calculation on airwake
of a typical kind of ship and studied the movement
law of gas flow and the vortex structure above the
deck. Meanwhile, laser sheet light displaying system
is used to measure the flow field in wind tunnel and
verify the calculation result.

There were few researches on CFD simulation of
ship airwake in China, most of which were
steady-state simulation and used Reynold-Averaged
Navier-Stokes (RANS) method[14]. As the most com⁃
monly used method in turbulence model, RANS
method used statistical treatment of averaged flow

fluctuation as basis. Dependent variable is divided
into an averaged part and the fluctuation component
deviation of this averaged part. The equation of
RANS is:
¶t < V > +Ñ ×( < V >⊗ < V > ) = -Ñ < p > +Ñ ×( < S > -R)

Ñ × < V >= 0

where < > is the averaged part, R =< V ′ ⊗ V ′ > is
the stress tensor of Reynold numbers, which de⁃
scribes the typical pulsation influence of averaged
flow. For a statistically steady flow, the average value
can be regarded as the average value in time. Al⁃
though for the unsteady flow, the overall average val⁃
ue must be calculated, all turbulence flows are unsta⁃
ble and it is very difficult to predict whether the aver⁃
aged flow description is precise enough to catch the
basic flow characteristics. At the same time, it is im⁃
possible to obtain the detailed information of flow
from its averaged flow.

Detached eddy simulation (DES) is a mixed
RANS-LES method. In the region near wall, the
scale of turbulence flow is very small, which can be
calculated by RANS model. In separation region, the
scale of turbulence flow is large and LES model was
used for calculation after the scale more than the di⁃
mension of grid. Thus, DES is less precise than LES
about the analysis of flow field, but better than
RANS. Regarding the calculation amount, DES is be⁃
tween them. Based on the independent scale of fluid,
DES can perform low-pass filtering and study the
complex structure in the flow region, which is suit⁃
able for the simulation of aerodynamics. For the re⁃
search on the flow field of ship airwake, DES can ob⁃
tain the characteristic of flow field with time and also
gain the averaged flow field information by averaging
the transient flow field data with respect to time.
This paper adopts DES to study the transient charac⁃
teristic of ship airwake, reveal the turbulence feature
of flow field and compare them with experimental da⁃
ta to verify the precision and effectiveness.
1 Basic theory of DES method

DES method includes Spalart-Allmaras model,
Realizable k-ω model and SST k-ω model and so
on. In DES simulation, the treatment of boundary lay⁃
er uses unsteady-state RANS model, while separa⁃
tion region uses LES method. LES region is usually
closely related to the core of turbulence, namely the
region where large-scale and unstable turbulence
plays important roles. In this region, DES is directly
equal to LES model, while in the region near wall it



is equal to RANS model.
DES model is especially suitable to the wall flow

with high Reynold number, which can be not calcu⁃
lated by LES in region near wall. However, in DES,
RANS method can be used to solve this problem.
When treating the outer flow field issue of aerody⁃
namics with high Reynold number, DES model is a
good choice. In DES model, the diffusion term of tur⁃
bulence kinetic energy Yk can be revised as[15]:

Yk = ρβ
*kωFDES

FDES = max(
Lt

Cdes max

1) （1）
where β* is a constant of SST model; ρ is density;
k is the kinetic energy of turbulent fluctuation; ω is
energy dissipation rate; Cdes =0.61, which is the cor⁃
rection constant in DES model; max is the local
maximum grid gap (DxDyDz) ; Lt is the parame⁃
ter of turbulence scale in RANS model.

Lt =
k

β*ω
（2）

DES-SST model also provides the option (delay
option) which "protects" boundary layer uncon⁃
strained. FDES is corrected according to Eq. (3):

FDES = max(
Lt

Cdes max

(1 - FSST)1) （3）
where FSST = 0F1F2 , F1 and F2 are the mixed
functions of SST model.
2 Verification of CFD simulation

2.1 Simulation model and gird partition

This paper selects international general simula⁃
tion model SFS2[16], which is made of standard geo⁃
metrical bodies. The heading is a triangular prism,
the flight deck is located in stern, the ship length l =
455 ft and width b = 45 ft and the height of hanger
h = 20 ft. The geometrical representation is shown in
Fig. 1, the x axis of coordinate system points to stern,
y axis points to starboard and z axis straights up. The
computational domain is cuboid, with a length of 9
times ship length, a width of 4.5 times ship length
and a height of 0.75 times ship length. The issue of
grid partition at bow can be solved by Y grid parti⁃
tion and the grid at bow is shown in Fig. 2.

2.2 Grid independence verification

In order to verify grid independence, three differ⁃
ent quantities Gi（i=1，2，3）of grids are used and
the number of nodes is 2 000 000, 6 780 000 and
8 200 000 respectively, which uses RANS for steady-
state simulation. The simulation in this paper aims at
isolated SFS2 model and the wind tunnel experimen⁃
tal data from Canada NRC[16] are cited to verify CFD
simulation results (in order to be consistent with
wind tunnel test, the model scale ratio is 1∶100).
The simulation adopts FLUENT pressure solver,
with the second order interpolation format and the
convective terms adopt three-order format. The
boundary condition of ship body is no-slip wall sur⁃
face, outlet is pressure-outlet, the velocity inlet is
set as 1% of turbulence strength, the length scale is
0.304 8 m and other boundary conditions are set as
no-friction wall surface.

A straight line parallel to y axis is selected at 50%
of deck height and the height of hanger, whose
length is twice the ship width. The velocity compo⁃
nent V in x axis direction of each point in this line is
recorded to compare with experimental data. Hori⁃
zontal coordination adopts ship width b for non-di⁃
mension and the vertical coordination uses incoming
velocity V0 infinite point for non-dimension. The re⁃
sult is shown in Fig. 3.

When y/b is between -0.5~0.5 (namely the width
of flight deck), the simulation results of three grids
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deviate much from experimental data. It is estimated
that this place belongs to backflow region, the flow
field is complex, which changes sharply under the in⁃
fluence of vortex, thus, RANS method cannot well
predict the velocity, which indicates using the turbu⁃
lence model more close to actual condition is neces⁃
sary. By comparing the simulation results of three
grids, G2 and G3 are close, G1 is much different
from the two other. The grid in ship of G2 grid is
0.044 (using ship width for non-dimension), the flow
field from flight deck to ship end is the research em⁃
phasis, grid is encrypted to 0.022. The grid along
height from bottom plane to the highest point is
0.033, the grid height of the first layer in the bound⁃
ary layer is 0.002, which guarantees that the value of
y + is in the range required by k - ε model. This
shows G2 can be suitable for the simulation of air⁃
wake flow field, thus, G2 grid is used in the further
research.

From Fig.4 and Fig. 5, it can be clearly seen that
the front edge which flows in the superstructure be⁃
gins to separate and the strong shear occurs, which
leads to the occurrence of vortex from downstream to
hanger. From Fig.6 and Fig.7, a huge vortex struc⁃
ture is indeed formed at the 1/2 of the flight deck.
From these, the flow separation at superstructure will
reattach after through 3h height. From Fig. 8, the
backflow at the section of 1/2 deck length is
three-dimensional, the velocity-weight along y direc⁃
tion also gathers from both sides to middle. The gen⁃
eration of backflow region brings difficulty to the pre⁃
diction of flow field by steady-state simulation, thus
the simulation results in Fig. 3 are all not close to
the experimental values. On the other hand, the
steady-state simulation results can not make us
study the change of vortex structure in-depth, so, it
is necessary to use high precision simulation.

3 Flow field simulation of ship air-
wake based on DES

3.1 Mean flow field analysis

According to the recommended time step in Refer⁃
ence [15] and the simulation results in ReferencesFig.4 Velocity distribution at y=0
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[17-18], time step with non-dimension selects d t =

1.88 ´ 10-2 (time step uses incoming velocity V0 and
ship width b for non-dimension). Meanwhile,verifica⁃
tion simulation is also conducted on d t = 3.76 ´ 10-2

and d t = 9.4 ´ 10-3 . It is found that the change of
time step has little effect on simulation result, so sim⁃
ulation is based on reference value. After consider⁃
ing the effect of iteration times on results, the itera⁃
tion times every time step is selected as 10. On the
basis of steady-state simulation, after calculating
2 400 time steps, the flow field information is collect⁃
ed. Data are output each 4 steps, and the mean flow
field information in DES is obtained by averaging of
obtained data to time. Firstly, the velocity in the line
of Section 2.2 is compared with experimental value,
as shown in Fig. 9, where the horizontal coordinate is
y/b, the vertical coordinate is the velocity with
non-dimension. In order to compare with the simula⁃
tion results of RANS, the velocity-weight by RANS
is shown in Fig. 10.

By comparison of Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 ( uvw rep⁃
resent xyz directions, respectively), it can be
seen that DES evidently increases the precision of ve⁃
locity along x and y directions. From Fig. 9, at the
width from the deck edge to the center line, the ve⁃
locity along x direction decreases evidently, which
indicates this region encounters the airwake at the
back of hanger. The same phenomenon also occurs
in the velocity along z direction, which shows the
separation flow at the top of hanger has the down fea⁃
ture. Although the weak asymmetry displayed in ex⁃
perimental data is not shown in CFD simulation,
DES simulation results agree well with it in a whole,
which indicates DES simulation is suitable for the
ship airwake flow issue.

The six sections with width 2b, height 3h are se⁃
lected at the 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 100% and 125%

of flight deck (Fig. 11), which are named as map1 -
map6 , respectively. The distribution of mean veloci⁃
ty at each monitoring surfaces is shown in Fig. 12.
From Fig. 12, after sampling 600 time points, the
mean flow field calculated by DES can reflect the
whole feature of flow field and the flow field displays
better symmetry. Back from the flight deck, the influ⁃
ence of superstructure on flow field becomes weak
gradually, after 75%, only the velocity near deck de⁃
creases slightly.
3.2 Instantaneous flow field analysis

Based on the DES instantaneous analysis, the in⁃
stantaneous non-dimensional velocity contours at y=
0 and z=1.15h are shown in Fig. 13. From the figure,
instantaneous flow field can reflect the irregular char⁃
acteristic of turbulence field.

Next, the core region of vortex is judged according
to the method in Reference [19]. The criterion of
judgment is λ2 . λ2 is the second feature value of
S 2 +Ω2 , S and Ω are the symmetric part and
asymmetric part of velocity tension. λ2 <0 indicates
the occurrence of vortex core in this place, the small⁃
er λ2 is, the stronger the vortex is. The instanta⁃
neous λ2 distribution at two sections is shown in
Fig. 14. Fig. 15 shows the section of λ2 = 0 , which
displays the vortex core of ship hull surface. FromFig.9 Mean velocity at different monitoring posts using DES
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Figures, after flow separates, a series of vortices are
formed and display asymmetry. From upstream to
downstream, the strength of vortex decreases gradual⁃
ly, but after encountering chimney, the strength of
vortex increases sharply. When helicopter hovers at
the chimney height of flight deck, the vortices falling
out of chimney may be harmful to it. Flow gathers
from the left, right and upper to middle in flight deck
and forms a three-dimensional bubble in the back⁃
end of hanger, which decreases the strength of the
latter vortices. In a whole, the main feature of instan⁃
taneous flow field is asymmetry and vortex structure.

4 Conclusions

Based on DES, this paper performs numerical sim⁃
ulation on the ship airwake and compares with exper⁃
imental research results. The numerical simulation

results indicate that:
1) DES is suitable for the simulation of ship air⁃

wake, the simulation results well agree with experi⁃
mental data, which can more accurately predict the
flow field at the back of hanger compared with
RANS.

2) Vortex structure and asymmetry are the main
features of ship airwake, flow reattaches at about 3h
of flight deck, while the strength of vortex increases
sharply at the chimney, which may be harmful to the
helicopter maneuvering.
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摘 要：舰船上层建筑后方产生湍流尾流场会对舰载直升机的操纵产生严重威胁。采用 CFD 方法对舰船空气

尾流场的特性进行分析研究，突破了雷诺时均方法的局限性，使用分离涡模拟（DES）方法求解瞬态舰船尾流

场，按照一定频率采样流场数据，得出的平均流场明显比 RANS方法的结果更贴近实验数据，证明了此方法的有

效性。同时，运用 DES 方法直观地观察尾流场的涡特性、流动分离和再附着等特征，发现涡结构及其不对称性

是舰船空气尾流场的主要特征，涡强度在烟囱处突然增强，可能对直升机的操纵产生不利影响。
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